President’s Report  - 2012

Our progress
Officially as of 4/xx/12 – 175 Pumik (up 12) in FSS, 174 w/3-gen pedigrees
In 2011 we put 54 Titles on 26 Pumik
  3 MACHs, 35 other agility titles, 4 Herding, 2 Obedience, 5 Rally titles
1 year in Miscellaneous Class
  5 CMs in 2011 and others on their way
New imports – Lyric, Jazz
3 Pumik competing at Eukanuba Agility Invitational
3 competed at the Reno National Agility Championship
52 (last year was 38) households in 23 (last year 18) states – 1 to vote on
AKC is allowing FSS clubs to hold AKC licensed companion events!
Pumi activities
  NY Meet the Breeds (NY, SC, OR)
  Eukanuba Meet the Breed
  Judges Education Seminar at Eukanuba & Louisville, 9 attending Pumifest seminar
  Holding our second AKC Herding Test
Dog Fancy article
Received a lot of requests for information on the breed